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Competition in the retail market of consumer packaged goods is an important and
fascinating research topic to both practitioners and scholars. It can be studied from
various angles, at various aggregation levels, and using various methods. The compe-
tition can be between brands, stores, and all the way up to retail chains. The market-
ing mix actions, for example price promotions, advertising campaigns, new product
launches etc., are widely used by managers to increase profits. One can study the
impact of marketing mix instruments on consumers or the impact on competitors.
The role the marketing mix plays in competition can be approached from the individ-
ual level using household panel data or survey data, or from the product level using
aggregated sales data. Given a specific topic and available data, researchers can use
theoretical model or empirical model or a combination of the both. All these research
efforts will help to improve our understanding of competition in the market and even-
tually contribute to management decision making. This dissertation chooses three
specific topics pertaining to competition in the retail market of consumer packaged
goods and the chosen research questions are introduced in the following section. To
answer the research questions two new models are employed. These are a Hierarchi-
cal Bayes Ordered Probit and a Hierarchical Bayes Market Share model, which will
be introduced in section 1.2. Our empirical findings will be summarised in section
1.3.
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10 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Research questions
This dissertation investigates three research questions pertaining to competition in
the retail market of consumer packaged goods. Chapter 2 looks into how brands
react to each other’s price promotions in terms of own price promotion planning.
Chapter 3 zooms out and studies the competition between retail chains and the role
a retailer’s private labels play. Chapter 4 comes back to the classic retail forecasting
issue and investigates how to include competition information to improve brand sales
forecasts.
Price promotion is the most extensively used among all kinds of marketing actions
as it has a large immediate effect on sales. There is a rich literature on the consumer’s
response to promotions, but there are relatively few papers studying the reactions of
brands to the use of this powerful tool. Chapter 2 focuses on the use of one instru-
ment, namely price promotions, and the reactions with the same instrument across
many product categories. Retailers use promotional calendars to plan their future
promotion activities (Leeflang and Wittink, 2001). Bogomolova et al. (2017) finds
that manufacturers take competitors’ price promotions as the key determinant in
their own promotion planning, and they use intuition and untested assumptions as
inputs to their price-promotion decisions. As a result brand managers do not neces-
sarily wait till a competitor’s price promotion materialises before planning a reaction,
they may anticipate and react when they plan their promotional calendars. The use
of multi-category data allows us to look into how the brands’ market shares and price
levels and the category characteristics influence competitive reactions. Competitive
reactions are defined as reactions by one brand (the defender) with one or more
instruments to another brand’s (the attacker) actions (Horváth et al., 2005). The
literature has found asymmetric price and market share impact on the cross-price
effect (Blattberg and Wisniewski, 1989a; Sethuraman and Srinivasan, 2002; Horváth
and Fok, 2013), which states that price cuts of high-price/high-share brands have a
greater impact on low-price/low-share brands than the reverse. As a result, when
brand managers plan their competitive reactions, the relative price and/or market
share positioning play an important role. Competitive reactions are also likely to be
related to market environment, which can be described by product characteristics
and the competitive structure in the market, for example the average purchase quan-
tity of a category, the market concentration, and the number of brands in a market.
Therefore, on top of competitive reactions, we also study the moderation effects of
brand positioning and category characteristics. The chapter is co-authored with prof.
dr. Dennis Fok and both authors made significant contributions.
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Chapter 3 moves to a highly aggregated level to investigate the competition be-
tween retail chains and the role of their private label brands. In the last decades
private labels have become more and more prevalent across all fast-moving consumer-
goods categories. The increasing importance of private labels offers retailers a way
to differentiate themselves from their competitors. We propose a three dimensional
measure for the private-label positioning: breadth of the private-label program, price,
and assortment size. Using the definition of customer-based brand equity proposed
by Keller (1993), we define customer-based chain equity as the differential effect of
chain knowledge on customer responses to the marketing-mix activities of the chain.
To study the differential effect that can be attributed to the private-label program,
we first investigate how a retailer’s category specific market shares depend on price
changes by national brands and private labels. Then we examine the impact of the
private-label positioning on the baseline market shares and the price sensitivities. If a
certain private-label positioning strategy increases a retailer’s baseline share or makes
its market share less sensitive to price, we can say that this strategy contributes to
customer-based chain equity. This chapter is co-authored with prof. dr. Dennis Fok
and prof. dr. Philip Hans Franses. This chapter is mainly written by myself. Prof.
dr. Dennis Fok made significant contributions on modeling and structuring and Prof.
dr. Philip Hans Franses made valuable contributions on positioning of the paper and
wording.
Retail forecasting is relevant to both retailers and manufacturers. Forecasts give
an impression of what future sales patterns can look like, and it helps to understand
the competition between brands. When there are cross brand effects brand level
forecasts are relevant as this can facilitate organising promotions by brand (Fildes
et al., 2019). Chapter 4 aims to investigate how much value is added to traditional
sales forecasting models in marketing by using modern techniques like factor models,
Lasso, elastic net, random forests and boosting methods. Brand sales forecasts are of-
ten generated from econometric time series models (Hanssens et al., 2003), where the
well-known SCANPRO model (Wittink et al., 1988) is an illustrative example. Such
models usually include past sales and own marketing activities (current and past),
and frequently also variables concerning past competitor behaviour are included, at
least if one knows this competition. As retailers have the most complete information
regarding sales and promotions, we take a retailer’s point of view and address various
ways to include information on competitors. Our key conjecture is that in practice
it is often not known which brands are effectively the main competitive brands. One
may then resort to a couple of strategies. One option is to simply ignore competi-
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tion. This makes the model simple to analyse, as there is no need for the sometimes
cumbersome collection and preparation of data from competitors. A second strategy
is to spend effort in studying which are the most relevant competitive brands. The
third strategy, which is the one we will address in chapter 4, is to consider all other
possible brands as potential competitors that might be relevant for the forecasts of
the own brand sales. This approach is relevant if we do not know beforehand which
brands have predictive content, and in this case we can let the data help to decide
on this each time we make a forecast. This chapter is co-authored with prof. dr.
Dennis Fok and prof. dr. Philip Hans Franses. All three authors have significant
contributions to the the chapter.
Chapter 2 and 3 both study how certain effects change cross-sectionally, which
motivates the use of hierarchical models. Chapter 4 involves choosing the most
powerful predictors from a large variable set, therefore leads to the comparison of
various Big Data methods. The methodologies are introduced in the next section.
1.2 Methodologies
All the following three chapters are empirical studies using weekly supermarket scan-
ner data of consumer packaged goods. The Hierarchical Bayes Ordered Probit model
and Hierarchical Bayes Market Share model are new to the marketing literature and
thus are part of the contributions of the dissertation.
The Hierarchical Ordered Probit model is used in Chapter 2. It consists of two
layers: the first layer is an ordered probit model, which investigates the competi-
tive reactions in terms of no price cut, small price cut, and deep price cut in each
category; and the second layer is a linear model, which associates these promotion
interactions with brand specific prices and market shares and some category specific
characteristics.
The Hierarchical Market Share model is employed in Chapter 3. It consists of
two layers as well. The first layer is a market share attraction model describing
the retailers’ market shares in a specific category. The second layer associates chain
baseline market shares and price-sensitivities across all categories and chains with
private-label positioning variables and some other chain- and/or category-specific
characteristics.
In both Chapter 2 and 3 we take a Bayesian approach to simultaneously estimate
the parameters from the two layers of the models. The Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) simulation method is used to obtain posterior results.
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In Chapter 4 there is a benchmark model that uses only the focal brand’s own in-
formation, while the other models include competitive sales and marketing activities
in various ways. An Average Competitor Model (ACM) summarises all competitive
information by averages. Factor-augmented models incorporate all or some com-
petitive information by means of common factors. Lasso and elastic net models
shrink the coefficient estimates towards zero by adding a shrinkage penalty to the
sum of squared residuals that is to be minimised. Random forests average many tree
models obtained from bootstrapped samples. Boosting trees grow many small trees
sequentially and then average over all the tree models to deliver forecasts. We use
these methods to forecast sales of packaged goods one week ahead and compare their
predictive performance.
1.3 Results and implications
Through our empirical analyses, we try to answer the three research questions pro-
posed and find some interesting results.
First, we find that the competitive reactions can be partly explained by several
brand specific and category specific characteristics, which implies that brand man-
agers do take into account competition when planning their price promotions. If
a brand’s market share is 50% or larger (so the attacker’s share cannot be greater
than the defender’s), then its reaction intention increases monotonically with the
attacker’s market share. However, if the defender’s share is smaller than 50%, the
reaction intention reaches the maximum when the attacker has the equal share with
the defender then falls back with the increase of the attacker’s share. Thus a market
with two brands that each have half share is the most competitive. Also in cat-
egories that represent high budget share and highly concentrated, there are more
likely to have price retaliations. While in categories with more brands or more price
dispersion, there are less likely to have price competitive reactions.
Second, we did not find significant impact of private-label positioning factors
on chain and category specific baseline market shares. However the private-label
positioning does influence retail chain’s market share price sensitivities. We find that
a relatively lower priced private-label programme with larger assortment would be
the most effective in weakening the market share price sensitivity to national brands,
thus contribute to the chain differentiation.
Last but not least, when it comes to brand sales forecasting, the performance of
a benchmark model that only uses own brand information and season dummies can
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be improved by incorporating competitors information in some way. Among all the
methods we test, the Lasso and elastic net are the safest to employ as they are better
than the benchmark for most of the brands. The random forest method has better
improvement for some of the brands.
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Concurrentie in het schap
Samenvatting
In dit proefschrift wordt de concurrentie op de retailmarkt voor verpakte consumptie-
goederen vanuit verschillende invalshoeken onderzocht. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt bekeken
hoe merken reageren op elkaars prijspromoties, waarbij de nadruk ligt op de asym-
metrische reacties tussen merken met verschillende marktaandelen en prijsniveaus.
Hiervoor wordt gebruikgemaakt van een Bayesiaans hiërarchisch geordend probit-
model (Hierarchical Bayes Ordered Probit model, HB-OP) om de modererende fac-
toren op reacties te bestuderen. De resultaten tonen aan dat de intenties van de
reactie worden beïnvloed door het relatieve marktaandeel van een merk, samen met
enkele categoriespecifieke kenmerken. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt de competitie tussen re-
tailketens en de rol van hun private label-merken onderzocht. We stellen een Bayesi-
aans hiërarchisch marktaandeelmodel (Hierarchical Bayes Market Share, HB-MS)
voor om te onderzoeken hoe het marktaandeel van een detailhandelaar afhankelijk
is van prijsveranderingen van landelijke merken en private labels. Ook wordt hier-
mee onderzocht hoe het basismarktaandeel en de prijsgevoeligheid worden beïnvloed
door de positionering van private labels. Hoofdstuk 4 gaat over de vergelijking van
traditionele omzetprognosemodellen met moderne technieken zoals factormodellen,
Lasso, elastic net, random forests en boosting-methoden. We beschouwen alle mogeli-
jke merken als potentiële concurrentie die mogelijk van nut is voor de verkoopprog-
noses van een bepaald merk. Deze aanpak is relevant wanneer we niet op voorhand
weten welke merken een voorspellende waarde hebben, en in dit geval kunnen we de
gegevens steeds laten meewegen bij het maken van een prognose. De nauwkeurigheid
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This book investigates competition in the retail market of consumer packaged goods from different 
angles. Chapter 2 studies how brands react to each other’s price promotions, the focus is put on the 
asymmetric reactions between brands with different market shares and price levels. To this end a 
Hierarchical Bayes Ordered Probit model (HB-OP) is employed to study the moderating factors on 
reactions. The results show that the reaction intentions are influenced by brands’ relative market shares, 
together with some category specific characteristics. Chapter 3 investigates the competition between 
retail chains and the role of their private label brands. We propose a Hierarchical Bayes Market Share 
(HB-MS) model to investigate how a retailer’s market share depends on price changes by national  
brands and private labels, and how the baseline market share and the price sensitivities are influenced by 
private-label positioning. Chapter 4 aims to compare traditional sales forecasting models with modern 
techniques like factor models, Lasso, elastic net, random forests and boosting methods. We consider all 
possible brands as potential competitors that might be useful for the sales forecasts of a focal brand. This 
approach is relevant if we do not know beforehand which brands have predictive content, and in this case, 
we can let the data help to decide on this each time we make a forecast. The forecasting accuracy of a 
variety of models are compared across a large number of brands.
The Erasmus Research Institute of Management (ERIM) is the Research School (Onderzoekschool) in  
the field of management of the Erasmus University Rotterdam. The founding participants of ERIM are the 
Rotterdam School of Management (RSM), and the Erasmus School of Economics (ESE). ERIM was founded 
in 1999 and is officially accredited by the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW). The 
research undertaken by ERIM is focused on the management of the firm in its environment, its intra- and 
interfirm relations, and its business processes in their interdependent connections.
The objective of ERIM is to carry out first rate research in management, and to offer an advanced doctoral 
programme in Research in Management. Within ERIM, over three hundred senior researchers and PhD 
candidates are active in the different research programmes. From a variety of academic backgrounds and 
expertises, the ERIM community is united in striving for excellence and working at the forefront of creating 
new business knowledge.
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